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We propose a new renormalization scheme of tensor networks made only of third order tensors.
The isometry used for coarse-graining the network can be prepared at an O(D6 ) computational
cost in any d dimension (d ≥ 2), where D is the truncated bond dimension of tensors. Although
it is reduced to O(D5 ) if a randomized singular value decomposition is employed, the total cost is
O(Dd+3 ) because the contraction part for creating a renormalized tensor with isometries has Dd+3
multiplications. We test our method in three dimensional Ising model and find that the numerical
results are obtained for large Ds with reasonable errors.

INTRODUCTION

The tensor network is a promising approach to investigate statistical systems to which the Monte Carlo method
is not easily accessible. Since this approach is free from
the sign problem, it is expected to be an essential tool to
study finite density QCD, the theta vacuum, chiral gauge
theories and supersymmetric models, and the real-time
dynamics of field theories. Since the tensor renormalization group (TRG) was proposed by Levin and Nave [1], it
has been improved [2–7], and the TRG and some related
methods achieve success in studying two-dimensional lattice field theories [8–27]. However, since it is designed for
two-dimensional networks, a new scheme with much less
computational cost is needed in order to study theories
on three and four dimensions.
The higher order TRG (HOTRG) [28] is a typical example of renormalization schemes in higher dimensions.
An isometry is given by the higher order singular value
decomposition (HOSVD), and a square lattice network
is coarse-grained by taking the contraction between two
tensors with the isometries. This method is applicable to any d dimension for d ≥ 2, and the cost scales
as O(D4d−1 ) where D is the truncated bond dimension
of tensors at renormalization steps. Recently, another
scheme named as an anisotropic TRG (ATRG) was proposed in [6]. Although the cost is reduced to O(D2d+1 )
with a randomized singular value decomposition (RSVD)
(See [29, 30]) or other truncation method, it has larger
errors than the HOTRG for fixed D. So further studies for making an algorithm with small costs and higher
accuracy are needed.
In this paper, we propose a new tensor renormalization
scheme by defining it on a tensor network made only of
third order tensors. That network and renormalization
groups on it, which are referred to as a triad network and
Triad RGs in this paper, respectively, are not uniquely

determined. We give an example of Triad RGs improving a HOTRG-type renormalization on a triad network.
The computational cost is drastically reduced since building blocks of our method are third order tensors. We
find that the order of cost for making an isometry does
not depend on the dimensionality, but on O(D6 ) in any
d dimension (d ≥ 2). This is reduced to O(D5 ) with
the RSVD. The main cost comes from the contraction
of making a renormalized tensor with isometries, which
scales as O(Dd+3 ) with the RSVD. Then a naive memory
usage is proportional to O(Dd+2 ) if intermediate tensors
of order d + 2 are stored on a computer. We test our
method in three-dimensional Ising model and find that
numerical results are obtained for larger Ds with reasonable errors.
This paper is organized as follows. We firstly present
our algorithm in three dimensions. Then we test it in
three-dimensional Ising model and compare results to
those obtained from the HOTRG and the ATRG. The
RSVD used in our method, a review of HOTRG with
HOSVD and an extension to d dimension are presented
in appendices.

ALGORITHM

We begin with presenting our algorithm in three dimensions starting from a square lattice network made of
a sixth order tensor Tijklmn ∈ C, where all indices i, j, · · ·
run from 1 to N . An extension to any dimension is given
in the appendix. Without loss of generality, T may be
expressed as a canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD):
Tijklmn =

r
X

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)
Wai Waj Wak Wal Wam
Wan

(1)

a=1

where r takes a minimum value in the canonical form,
which is called a tensor rank of T . A tensor is derived in
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this form for lattice models with nearest neighbor interactions in general.
The tensor network of T is defined on a three dimensional squared lattice Γ = {(n1 , n2 , n3 )|ni ∈ Z}:
Y
Z = Tr
Txn x0n yn yn0 zn zn0
(2)
n∈Γ

xn , x0n ,

yn , yn0 ,

where
zn , zn0 are indices defined on links
stemmed from the site n. These indices satisfy x0n =
xn+1̂ , yn0 = yn+2̂ , zn0 = zn+3̂ where µ̂ stands for the unit
vector of µ direction. Tr denotes the summation of all
indices. All tensors live on sites and any link shared by
two tensors is contracted.
The computational cost of tensor renormalization for
d dimensional square lattice network is high when d increases in general because the contraction between two
2dth order tensors takes a high cost. In order to reduce
the cost, we formulate a renormalization group on a network made only of third order tensors.

FIG. 2. Square lattice network (a) and triad network (b).

FIG. 3.
(a).

FIG. 1. Triad representation of T .

It is possible to express T as a product of four 3rd
order tensors A, B, C, D:
T

xx0 yy 0 zz 0

=

r
X

Axya Bazb Cbz0 c Dcy0 x0 ,

(3)

a,b,c=1

M in two triads. (b) is another representation of

PD
of results,
a common D is employed and i=1 is denoted
P
as i in the following for simplicity.
We now consider a coarse-graining procedure of a Triad
RG. A renormalization along the z direction is carried out
by combining two tensors as well as HOTRG:
X
MXX 0 Y Y 0 zz0 =
Tx1 x01 y1 y10 wz Tx2 x02 y2 y20 z0 w ,
(8)
w

where X = x1 ⊗ x2 and Y = y1 ⊗ y2 . Fig.3 shows M in
the triad representation. The HOSVD gives

where
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(1)
(2)
Axya ≡ Wax
Way
,

(4)

(3)
Bazb ≡ δab Waz
,
(4)
Cbzc ≡ δbc Wbz ,
(5)
(6)
Dcyx ≡ Wcy
Wcx
.

(5)

MXX 0 Y Y 0 zz0 =

Eq.(3) is referred to as a triad representation in this paper. Note that it is not unique. Fig.1 shows a triad
representation of T shown in eq.(3). Solid lines denote
the external indices x, y, z, . . . and dotted lines denote
the internal indices a, b, c. The tensor network Z may be
regarded as a network made only of third order tensors
A, B, C, D by replacing T with a triad unit (3) as shown
in Fig.2. We also refer it to as a triad network.
From now on, we assume that all internal and external
indices, a, b, c, ... and x, x0 , ..., run from 1 to D for D ≥
r, N . In renormalization steps, D is a truncated bond
dimension of triads A, B, C, D. Although a different size
may be taken for internal indices to improve the accuracy

D
X

SIJKLmn

I,J,K,L=1 m,n=1
L
R
L
R
U
D
×UXI
UX
0 J VY K VY 0 L Wmz Wnz 0

(6)
(7)

D
X

(9)

where S is the core tensor of M and U, V, W are unitary matrices. See appendix for the detailed definition
of HOSVD. U and V are used for coarse-graining the
network but W are not needed.
To evaluate U L associated with the x-axis, we inter0
pret M as a matrix MX,
X 0 Y Y 0 zz 0 (≡ MXX 0 Y Y 0 zz 0 ) with
the row index X and the column index (X 0 , Y, Y 0 , z, z 0 ).
Then U L is a unitary matrix that diagonalizes a hermitian matrix
K ≡ M 0M 0

†

(10)

as
2

Kx1 x2 x3 x4 =

D
X
I=1

L†
UxL1 x2 I λL
I UIx3 x4 ,

(11)
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where λI are eigenvalues sorted in the descending order,
L
L
λL
1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λD 2 ≥ 0. The cost of making K, which
2d+2
is O(D
) in the HOTRG as reviewed in the appendix,
is drastically reduced on the triad network.

where λR are eigenvalues of K 0 with a different matrix
representation MX 0 ,XY Y 0 zz0 (≡ MXX 0 Y Y 0 zz0 ). U = U L
for L < R and U = U R for the others.
A renormalized tensor is defined by
X
†
†
R
UxX
VyY
MXX 0 Y Y 0 zz0 UX 0 x0 VY 0 y0 (15)
Tzz
0 xx0 yy 0 ≡
X,Y,X 0 ,Y 0

where U is U L (or U R ) and V is V L (or V R ) which
are chosen from a comparison of L and R . The combined indices x, x0 , y, y 0 run from 1 to D by truncating
D2 eigenvalues (functions) to D largest ones.
In the triad representation, we have
X
R
Tzz
Dzxyae Maebf Ubf y0 z0 x0 ,
(16)
0 xx0 yy 0 =
a,b,e,f

FIG. 4. How to make K in the triad representation.

where
Uabyzx =

Fig.4 shows a methodology of making K using the triad
representation. In Fig.4 (a), K is represented as a product of M (Fig.3 (b)) and M † which is a mirror image
of M . Fig.4 (b) is obtained by contracting inner lines
connecting M and M † from Fig.4 (a). When K is expressed as a matrix Kx0 2 x4 ,x1 x3 (≡ Kx1 x2 x3 x4 ) with row
index x2 , x4 and column index x1 , x3 , we have
K 0 = S1 · S2 · R2 · R3T · S1 T ,

(12)

with hermitian matrices,
X
(S1 )xx0 ,dd0 =
Axyd A∗x0 yd0 ,

X

Cazc Dcqp Upp0 x Dbq0 p0 Vqq0 y ,

(17)

c,p,q,p0 ,q 0

Mabcd =

X

Bawc Cbwd ,

(18)

w

Dzxyab =

X

∗
∗
Bdzb Upp
(19)
0 x Apqa Vqq 0 y Ap0 q 0 d .

d,p,q,p0 ,q 0

Note that the cost for making M is O(D5 ) while that
for U and D is O(D6 ), which can be found by taking five
contractions in the order of (p, q 0 ) → (p0 , q) → c (or d)
keeping intermediate fourth order tensors.
Fig.5 shows how to create T R . Fig.5 (a) and (b) show
eq.(15) and eq.(16), respectively. Although a naive con-

y

(S2 )dd0 ,ee0 =

X

Bdze Bd∗0 ze0 ,

(13)

z

(R2 )ee0 ,ww0 =

X

Cewf Ce∗0 w0 f 0 ·

X

Bawb Ba∗0 w0 b0

X

f,f 0

(R3 )aa0 ,ww0 =

X

Df yx Df∗ 0 yx ,

x,y

b,b0

·

(R2 )bb0 ,zz .

z

Fig.4 (b) can be obtained at an O(D5 ) cost without any
approximation since Si and Ri are computed at this cost.
In Fig.4 (c), K is obtained computing matrix products
of eq.(12), which takes an O(D6 ) cost.
We thus obtain U L at an O(D6 ) cost by diagonalizing
the obtained K. The cost of making K and U L can be
reduced to O(D5 ) applying the RSVD to eq.(12) (Fig.4
(b)), as shown in the appendix. The order of cost of
making U does not depend on the dimensionality in the
triad representation.
The other unitary matrix U R can also be prepared
in the similar manner. We choose each one of U L and
U R to improve the accuracy of results by comparing the
remaining eigenvalues [28],
X Q
Q =
λi , for Q = L, R
(14)
i>D

FIG. 5. Contraction of two triad units.

traction between M and U in eq.(16) takes O(D7 ), as
presented in appendix, the RSVD provides an approximated decomposition at an O(D6 ) cost:
X
X
0
Mabcd Ucdyxz ≈
Gabyg Dgxz
(20)
c,d

g

4
0
where Dijk
is a unitary matrix with the row i and the
column j, k in terms of the full SVD and G is a 4th order
tensor in which the singular values are included. In Fig.5
(c), the black circle implies that G contains the singular
values.
Then applying the RSVD to remaining contractions in
eq.(16) in the similar manner, we obtain another approximated decomposition at a cost of O(D6 ):
X
X
Dzxyab Gaby0 g ≈
A0zxe M0eyy0 g
(21)
e

a,b

where A0ijk is a unitary matrix with the row i, j and the
column k in terms of the full SVD and M0 is a fourth
order tensor in which the singular values are absorbed.
Fig.5 (d) represents this decomposition. The SVD finally
provides
X
0
M0eyy0 g ≈
Beyf
Cf0 y0 g
(22)
f

at an O(D6 ) cost, as shown in Fig.5 (e). The RSVD
reduces this cost to O(D5 ).
Plugging eqs.(20)-(22) into eq.(16), we thus find that
T R is approximately given by a renormalized triad unit:
X
R
0
0
0
Tzz
A0zxa Bayb
Cby
(23)
0 xx0 yy 0 ≈
0 c Dcx0 z 0 .
a,b,c

An extra axis rotation is not needed since x, y, z of eq.(3)
is replaced by z, x, y in (23). In three dimensions, the
computational cost of the Triad RG method is O(D6 ),
and a memory usage is naively O(D5 ), which comes from
the fifth order tensors U, D. Repeating this procedure
again and again, triad networks can be coarse-grained at
this cost keeping the triad representation.
An extension to any d dimension is presented in the
appendix. Decompositions such as eq.(20) take O(Dd+3 )
as U and D are tensors of order d + 2, which is the main
cost of our Triad RG method. The memory usage is
naively O(Dd+2 ) if U and D are stored in the memory.
We make a remark on improvements of the Triad RG
method in the rest of this section. As shown in Fig.5
(c)-(e), the singular values denoted as the black circles
are inherited to the next decomposition, as done in the
ATRG. The best accuracy is achieved with this treatment as long as we tried. Although we have presented a
O(Dd+3 ) procedure for the contraction part, we can easily create another procedure with an O(D5 ) cost neglecting the accuracy of results. For instance, decomposing
M in eq.(16) directly or swapping indices of tensors with
the RSVD can reduce a naive cost. We found that these
additional SVDs do not work well for the three dimensional Ising model. This could be because such SVDs
are optimized only for local tensors and the accuracy for
the whole two triad units is lost. However, since there are
many variants in the contraction part of our method, further studies are needed to improve the Triad RG method.

A NUMERICAL TEST

We test the Triad RG method in three dimensional
Ising model on a periodic lattice with the volume V =
(32768)3 = (215 )3 at the critical temperature Tc = 4.5115
[6, 28, 31]. The Hamiltonian is given by
X
H=−
σi σj ,
(24)
hi,ji

where hi, ji denotes all possible nearest neighbor pairs of
lattice sites. The partition function Z = Tr(e−βH ) with
the inverse temperature β = 1/T can be expressed as a
triad network eq.(3) with N = r = 2 and W (µ) ≡ W
given by
p

p
cosh(β) psinh(β)
p
.
(25)
W =
cosh(β) − sinh(β)
Note that initial 3rd order tensors A, B, C, D are real and
satisfy Axya = Dayx and Bazb = Cazb .
The free energy is evaluated by F = − β1 logZ. We
take C = 4 for the oversampling parameter of RSVD
(See the appendix for details of RSVD). The numerical
computation is carried out with 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7
and a library Eigen for matrix decompositions, and each
computation ends in a few hours.
Numerical results are compared to those obtained from
the HOTRG and the ATRG. The first version of ATRG
is implemented by the RSVD with twice a larger bond
dimension 2D only for the swapping step. In the Triad
RG, an O(D5 ) isometry is prepared with the RSVD. The
computational cost of HOTRG, ATRG, and Triad RG
methods are theoretically O(D11 ), O(D7 ), and O(D6 ) in
three dimensions, respectively.

FIG. 6.
Tc .

D-dependence of free energy in 3d Ising model at

Fig.6 shows the D-dependence of free energy. The accessible D is different among the three methods. Three
results decrease toward values around F = −3.51 as D
increases. The Triad RG has well-controlled errors for
larger Ds and shows good convergence.
We extrapolate our result of the Triad RG to the large
D limit using a fit function a+bD−c with fitting variables
a, b, c. To obtain a precise fit result, we compute the
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free energy n times with different random numbers of
the RSVD (n = 100 for D ≤ 24 and n = 4 for D > 24),
and use an average value of n trials with error estimated
from the standard deviation for the fit. The result for
10 ≤ D ≤ 56 is a = −3.5093(2), which is shown as a
dotted line in Fig.6. We confirm that this result is stable
by changing fit range to 20 ≤ D ≤ 56.
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Randomized SVD and contraction of tensors

The cost of decomposing (or contracting) tensors is
reduced by a randomized SVD (RSVD) [29, 30]. In this
appendix, we present technical details of RSVD and how
it is used for making projectors U in eq.(11) and for three
decompositions eqs.(20)-(22) in the Triad RG method.
Let A be an m × n matrix with complex entries. The
SVD provides a decomposition of A:
†

A = U ΣV ,

(26)

where U and V are m × m and n × n unitary matrices, respectively, and Σ is a non-negative diagonal matrix containing singular values in the descending order,
Σij = σi δij (σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . .). The cost of full SVD is
O(mnl) for l = min{m, n}. However, we often need part
of SVD such as k largest singular values for k  m, n.
Then the cost is reduced from O(mnl) to O(mnk) with
the RSVD.
For a given m × n matrix A, k largest singular values and singular vectors are approximately given by the
following procedure (RSVD):
1. Generate an n × p Gaussian random matrix Ω.
2. Construct an m × p matrix YA = AΩ.
3. Compute QR factorization of YA as YA = QA RA .
4. Construct a small p × n matrix BA ≡ Q†A A.
5. Compute an SVD of BA as BA = Ũ Σ̃Ṽ † .
p (≥ k) is a tunable parameter. Note that RA is an m × p
upper triangular matrix and QA is an m × m unitary
matrix (the first m × p part of QA is needed in the fourth
step). We thus obtain a low rank approximation of A:
A ≈ U 0 Σ̃Ṽ †

(27)

where U 0 ≡ QA Ũ . k largest singular values with singular
vectors of A are approximately given by taking k part of
eq.(27). In this sense, p provides an oversampling of the
index k to improve the accuracy of results.

The costs of the second and fourth steps of RSVD are
O(mnp), which are higher than the cost of QR decomposition at the third step O(p2 m) and the cost of the fifth
step O(p2 n). As long as we take
k ≤ p  m, n

(28)

the main cost of RSVD, which is O(pmn), is lower than
the cost of full SVD. See [29, 30] for a formal discussion
of error of RSVD.
The RSVD is also useful to evaluate a matrix product
and to give its low-rank approximation. Let E and F be
m × ` and ` × n matrices, respectively. Although the cost
of evaluating a matrix product A = EF directly from E
and F is O(mn`), a low-rank approximation of A can be
given at a lower cost using the same procedure of RSVD.
At the second step, we can construct YA multiplying Ω
by E and F in turn instead of A. These multiplications
take O((m + n)p`), which is smaller than O(mn`) under
eq.(28). Similarly, the fourth step takes the same cost.
Once QA and BA are obtained, without the fifth step,
one can give a low rank approximation of A = EF as
Aij ≈

p
X

(QA )ia (BA )aj .

(29)

a=1

Note that the contraction of rhs takes an O(mnp) cost.
Although the matrix product EF takes O(mn`), we thus
find that it is approximated by rhs of eq.(29) at a lower
cost O((mn + `n + `m)p) for
k ≤ p  `, m, n.

(30)

Moreover, the fifth step provides the SVD of EF at an
O((mn + `n + `m)p) cost.
These tricks are used for tensors in the triad RG
method. For the truncated bond dimension D, we basically take m, n, ` ≥ D2 and k = D and p = Ck(= CD)
where a fixed integer C is referred to as an oversampling
parameter in this paper. Since these parameters satisfy
eqs.(28) and (30) for D  1, the RSVD effectively works.
To estimate the error, we compute a physical value N
times with different random numbers. The result with
an error is evaluated from the central value and the standard deviation from N trials.
Let us consider a contraction between 4th order tensor
M and 5th order tensor U:
D
X
Azx,aby ≡
Mabcd Ucdyxz .
(31)
c,d=1
3

Note that n = D , m, ` = D2 , k = D and p = CD in
this case and eq.(30) is satisfied. Although the cost of
evaluating A from M and U is O(D7 ), a low rank approximation of A such as eq.(29) can be given at a cost
of O(D6 ). Once A is approximately given, applying the
RSVD to it like eq.(27), we obtain
Azx,aby ≈

D
X
g=1

Gabyg Dgzx

(32)
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with
†
Gabyg = Ṽg,aby
σ̃g ,

(33)

Dgxz = (QA Ũ )zx,g ,

(34)

where BA = Ũ Σ̃Ṽ † , at an O(D6 ) cost. The singular
values are included in G. This proves eq.(20). Eqs.(21)
and (22) are derived in a similar manner.
We apply the RSVD to the D2 × D2 matrix K given
in eq.(12) in order to obtain D singular vectors Ux1 x2 x
for x1 , x2 , x = 1, 2 · · · , D. Note that m = n = ` = D2 ,
k = D and p = CD in this case and eq.(28) is satisfied.
We do not construct K directly since it takes O(D6 ). Instead, we can evaluate YK at an O(D5 ) cost multiplying
Ω by Si and Ri alternately where Ω is a D2 × p Gaussian
random matrix. The fourth step takes the same cost.
Once QK and BK are given, K is approximately given
at an O(D5 ) cost like eq.(29). Applying the RSVD to
the constructed matrix Kx1 x2 ,x3 x4 again, we obtain a low
rank approximation of K at an O(D5 ) cost like eq.(27):
Kx1 x2 x3 x4 ≈

D
X

L†
UxL1 x2 i λ̃L
i Ũix3 x4 ,

(35)

x=1

where U L ≈ Ũ L . This procedure can be easily extended
to higher dimensions. We can obtain isometries at an
O(D5 ) cost with the RSVD in any dimension.

HOTRG

The HOTRG method [28] with the HOSVD is reviewed
in this appendix. We will find out that the cost of d
dimensional HOTRG is proportional to D4d−1 , which
comes from final contractions with isometries although
the cost of making isometries scales as D2d+2 .
To introduce the HOSVD, let us first define the inner
product for tensors:
X
hT , T 0 i ≡
Ti∗1 i2 ···in Ti01 i2 ···in
(36)
i1 ,i2 ,··· ,in

where T and T 0 arep
nth order tensors. The norm of T
is defined as ||T || = hT , T i. The HOSVD tells us that
an nth order tensor Ti1 i2 ,···in (ik = 1, 2, · · · , Nk ) may be
expressed as
X
(1)
(2)
(n)
Ti1 i2 ···in =
Sj1 j2 ···jn Ui1 j1 Ui2 j2 · · · Uin jn (37)
j1 ,j2 ,··· ,jn

Here U (m) is an Nm × Nm unitary matrix and Si1 i2 ···in
is a core tensor of T , which satisfies all-orthogonality:
hSim =α , Sim =β i = 0, for α 6= β,

(38)

and an ordering property:
||Sim =1 || ≥ ||Sim =2 || ≥ · · · ≥ ||Sim =Nm || ≥ 0, (39)

FIG. 9. A method of evaluating K for a three dimensional
square lattice network.

FIG. 10. Final contractions in the HOTRG.

where Sim =α is a sub tensor of order n − 1 with the m-th
index im of S is fixed to α.
The renormalization of the HOTRG is carried out for
all axes alternately. M in eq.(8) is expressed as eq.(9) in
terms of the HOSVD. We evaluate K defined by eq.(12)
to give isometries. Fig.9 shows how to create K in three
dimensions. We can make a 4th order tensor P by paying
an O(D2d+2 ) cost. The final step to make K from two
P s and the diagonalization of K do not need a high cost.
We find that the cost of making U L (or U R ) scales as
O(D2d+2 ).
A renormalized tensor is evaluated in a similar way to
eq.(15). In d dimension, the number of isometries U is
d − 1.
Figure 10 shows a procedure of making T R in three
dimensions. TU is a tensor made of upper T and U, V ,
while TD is one made of lower T and U † , V † . The cost
of making TU (or TD ) is O(D4d−2 ) because their order
is 3d − 1 and inner d − 1 links are contracted. The contraction between TU and TD takes O(D4d−1 ) which is the
dominant cost of the HOTRG method.
The costs for isometries and final contractions can be
reduced with the RSVD although systematic errors could
be larger.
Extension to higher dimensions

It is straightforward to extend our method to any d
dimension for d ≥ 2. We may give a d-dimensional triad
unit as
(2)
(d−1)
Tx1 x01 x2 x02 ···xd x0d = A(1)
x1 x2 a1 Aa1 x3 a2 · · · Aad−2 xd ad−1
(d)

(2d−3)

(2d−2)

×Aad−1 x0 ad · · · Aa2d−4 x0 a2d−3 Aa2d−3 x0 x0 .
d

3

2

(40)

1

Then the similar calculation as done in three dimensions
tells us that K (µ) in the µ direction (µ = 1, 2 · · · , d − 1),
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which is defined as eq.(10), is given by
K (µ) = S̃µ−1 Sµ · · · Sd−1 Rd−1
×(S̃µ−1 Sµ · · · Sd−2 Rd )T ,

(41)

(n)

(42)

where
(Sn )ij,kl =

X

(n)

Aimk (Ajml )∗ ,

m

d

X

(n)

(n)

Aiac (Ajbd )∗ (S̃n−1 )kk,ij ,

×Mabcd Ucdx02 ···x0d x01 ,

X

(2d−n−1)

Aaci

(2d−n−1) ∗

(Abdj

(45)

(43)

i,j,k

(Rn )ab,cd =

d−1

a,b,c,d

and
(S̃n )ab,cd =

but on O(D6 ) in any dimension. This cost is reduced to
O(D5 ) with the RSVD as well as the three-dimensional
case.
The renormalized tensor T R for d dimension is given
in the same manner as eq.(15) with isometries U (µ) . We
can show that
X
Dxd x1 ···xd−1 ab
TxRd x0 x1 x01 ...xd−1 x0 =

) (Rn−1 )ij,kk , (44)

i,j,k

with (S̃0 )ab,cd = (R0 )ab,cd = δac δbd . We should note that
S̃n and Rn are determined recursively at an O(D5 ) cost.
The cost of evaluating K (µ) from the matrix products
in eq.(41) is O(D6 ) and the cost of diagonalizing K (µ)
is also O(D6 ). We thus find that the power of cost for
making isometries does not depend on the dimensionality

P
(d−1) (d)
where Mabcd = w Aawc Abwd , and d+2th order tensor
U is made of A(d) , A(d+1) ,· · · , A(2d−2) and U (µ) such as
eq.(17) while D is made of the other tensors. Since U
and D are tensors of order d + 2, the naive memory usage
is proportional to O(Dd+2 ) if they are stored directly
on the memory. It is easy to show that these tensors
are created at O(Dd+3 ) costs by taking contractions in
the appropriate order. Repeating procedures as shown
in eqs.(20)-(22), one can obtain a triad representation of
d-dimensional T R at an O(Dd+3 ) cost.

